UIL REGIONAL SCHEDULE

8:00 AM  Speech posting will be close to CC 427  
LD roll call – Prose and Poetry verification  
Number Sense  CC 331  
Ready Writing  HELC 9  
Computer Set-up  FAC 177

8:30 AM  LD Round 1  Prose and Poetry Rd. 1  
Current issues & events  CC 335  
Ready Writing  HELC 9

9:00 AM  Calculator Applications, CC 428  
Computer Applications, FAC 176  
Computer set-up  FAC 177

9:30 AM  LD Round 2

10:00 AM  Computer applications contest  FAC 176

10:30 AM  Copy Editing  HELC 9  
LD Round 2

11:00 AM  Draw room CC 433  
Informative and Persuasive Draw  
Spelling, CC 401  
Accounting, CC 428  
Science  CC 301  
News Writing  HECL 9

12:00 PM  Feature Writing  HELC 9

1:30 PM  Poetry/Prose Finals  LD semi finals  
Computer Science written test  FAC 177  
Editorial Writing  HELC 9  
Social Studies  CC 335
2:30 PM  
LD Finals  
Headline Writing  HELC 9  
Mathematics  CC 401  
Computer Science Programming computer set up  FAC 177

3:30 PM  
Informative and Persuasive Finals  
Literary Criticism  CC 301  
Computer Science programming  FAC 177